
Earn to Die 2

**About Earn to Die 2**

Earn to Die 2 is the successor of the popular game Earn to Die which aroused excitement then.

Players have to control their car through zombie hordes to survive the zombie apocalypse. 

Earn to Die 2 is all about your survival. A zombie apocalypse broke out in your country. Your aim:

You have to reach the evacuation ship on the other side of the country. You have to drive through

numerous cities which are besieged by zombies. Control your car through zombie hordes and

equip your vehicle with different upgrades in order to survive. 

**Earn to Die 2 – features:**

-	Survive the zombie apocalypse: In Earn to Die 2 it is your aim to reach the evacuation ship at the

other side of the country in order to survive the zombie apocalypse. For that you have to control

your car through numerous cities which are presently besieged by zombie hordes. In comparison

to the predecessor game, the story mode of Earn to Die 2 is five times longer and impresses with

varied urban areas. 

-	Choose the right vehicle: In order that you are well prepared to the zombie attacks, the choice of

the right vehicle is of paramount importance. You can unlock and upgrade overall ten different

vehicles. Here you have the choice between sports cars, SUVs or also funny vehicles like ice cream

carts. 

-	Upgrade your vehicle: In Earn to Die 2 it is very important to upgrade your vehicle to combat the

zombies even more effectively. Like that you can increase your chance of survival. Equip your

vehicle e.g. with an armored body or place weapons on your vehicle roof in order to attack the

zombies with rockets or rifles. 

Conclusion: Earn to Die 2 is an exciting and varied game in which players can discover wild zombie

cities. Control your car through zombie hordes and equip your car with the right extras in order to

reach the evacuation ship as fast as possible. Play the rapid game now on your smartphone or

tablet.  


